Receive application

Are the requested documents already available

YES

1. Notify applicant of how to obtain access to the
requested documents

as described in section 6?

2. Notify applicant that FOI Act does not apply
NO

Is the application valid under section 12?

NO

Assist applicant to make valid application
(section 11(3))

Consider whether the application should be
transferred in part or in full to another agency
(section 15)

Can the application be dealt with outside the FOI
process?

YES

1. Engage in meaningful dialogue with applicant
2. Seek agreement to suspend dealing with the
application pending outcome of discussions

[See THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX for tips]

3. If agreed, confirm applicant withdraws
application

NO

Is the scope of the application limited to

YES

personal information about the applicant only?

No application fee or charges applicable
[TIP: Personal information about third parties can
be deleted on the basis that it is outside the scope]

NO
Is dealing with the application likely to divert a
substantial and unreasonable portion of the

Advise applicant of reasons for this assessment
YES

and take reasonable steps to help applicant

agency’s resources away from its other

change the application to reduce the work needed

operations?

to deal with it (section 20(1))
NO

Does the agency propose to impose charges?

YES

Notify applicant of estimate of charges and/or
requirement to pay deposit (sections 17, 18 & 19)
[See CALCULATING CHARGES]

NO
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Take all reasonable steps to find the requested
documents
Keep detailed records of enquiries and searches

Does the agency propose to refuse access to ALL

YES

Give the applicant a detailed notice of decision
that includes full reasons to justify the decision

of the requested documents?

and review rights (section 30)

NO
The agency proposes to give access to some or
all of the documents

Take such steps as are reasonably practicable to
Does the agency propose to give access to

YES

personal information or business information

obtain the views of third parties under sections
32 & 33. Invite third parties to make submissions
about why the information is exempt under

about third parties in the documents?

clause 3 or 4

NO
Deal with the application
without further reference to

NO

Does a third party claim that the documents are
exempt under clauses 3 or 4?

third parties

YES

YES

Is the agency now persuaded that the third party
information is exempt?

NO

Consider whether exempt information (if any)
can be deleted and access given to edited copies
of documents (section 24)

Give third party detailed notice of decision that
includes full reasons to justify the decision and
review rights. Defer access to documents until
review rights have expired (section 34)

Give the applicant a detailed notice of decision that includes full
reasons to justify the decision and review rights (section 30)
[Ensure you take reasonable steps to establish the identity of
the applicant before giving them access to their personal
information (section 29)]
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